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Report presented at the International Thematic Conference
on Investigation and Technology of Electron Beams,
Albuqerque, New Mexico, 3-5 November 197S
Investigations of the past few years have shown that heavy-current relativistic electron beams may be effectively focused directly ir>. the accelerator
gaps of diodes [1, 2 ] , The values of beam energy flux density obtained in
this manner permit model experiments to be conducted on acceleration of
spherical shells for squeezing and heating of a superdense D-T target to
thermonuclear temperatures [2,, 3, 4 ] , However, difficulties of accomplishing
a pulsed thermonuclear reaction with high energy release inevitably arise
in the case of successful firing of a target by this scheme due to possible
diode breakdown. Therefore, it is more preferable to focus the electron
beam on a target located at a sufficient distance from the diode. Unfortunately, it has not been possible previously to achieve the required beam
focusing in the drift gap.
Another solution of the problem of beam energy transport to the target,
proposed by L. N. Rudakov, is possible. If the relativistic electron beam
pulse of length *Cis stored in the form of a cloud of radius R around a
target of radius r, then upon fulfillment of the condition
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the greater part of the relativistic electrons of the cloud impinges on the
target. In this case the target will be irradiated rather uniformly. To
form the cloud, L. I. Rudakov and E. Z. Tarumov suggested that a magnetic
field of acute-angle geometry be used with injection into an equatorial slit.
The use of a trap with acute-angle field geometry is natural for this system.
Experiments which confirm the possibility of such electron focusing and
their transport to the confinement zone are presented in the second part of
this report.
The results of theoretical and experimental study of beam transfer through
transverse magnetic fields are outlined in the first part.
1. Transport of Heavy-Current Electron Beams at Right Angles to a Magnetic
Field
The motion of an electron beam at right angles to a magnetic field, as shown
theoretically and experimentally [5, 6 ] , occurs along an orbit with a radius
close to Larmor. The nature of beam motion varies considerably if it is
injected into a plasma channel extended at right angles to the magnetic field
[7]. If the injected beam current is sufficiently large, it will be propagated along the channel.
To explain the beam confinement in the channel, let us assume that the
electric and magnetic fields of the beam are compensated for in the plasma.
The beam electrons will be rotated and leave the channel due to the effect
of an external magnetic field. In this case charges ar.d currents will
occur on the channel surface and electric and magnetic fields related to
them will occur in the vacuum. Because of the neutrality of the system,
the elfcctric field decelerates the beam electrons and limits their leakage
current at some maximum level. The value of the leakage current is also
dependent on the resulting magnetic field of the beam. A magnetic field
appears in the considered system, for example, when there is a vacuum gap
less than the Debye radius for beam electrons between the plasma channel
and the target on which the beam impinges. The magnetic field occurring
around the channel and determined by the injection current then returns
the electrons to the channel.
In the other possible case, the channel and target are electrically connected
to each other and the beam current is compensated for by the current leaking
from the target through the channel. This means that the confining force
disappears on the boundary of the layer of emerged electrons, which leads
to generation of leakage currents and magnetic fields related to these
currents. Confinement in -the channel of at least part of the beam is
possible in this case.
Two of the simplest plane models were analyzed to determine the physical
mechanisms of beam propagation along the plasma channel. In the first model,
the emergence of electrons moving without angular dispersion due to the
effect of an external magnetic field from ths channel was considered. It

was shown that the beam is propagated along the plasma channel if the natural
magnetic field of the beam Hj is greater than the external magnetic field H Q ,
and if the transverse dimensions of the channel are

Since the zone of emergence of the beam from the channel is "** VRcL
then all the values are weakly dependent on the coordinate along the beam and
the problem admits an analytical solution. If the external magnetic field Ho
increases, the beam width D increases:
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the beam spreads and the efficiency of its transport drops.
Formation of a uniform layer along the channel is possible in principle,
when individual electrons enter the channel and emerge from it in multiples,
and their trajectories intersect. Propagation of this layer may be described
within iragnetic insulation theory [8]. As the external magnetic field Ho
increases, the thickness of the layer increases and in this case the resulting
induced currents and charges in the plasma channel and on the walls of the
drift chamber must be taken into account. Let us note that calculation of
the electric fields outside the plasma channel is important in both models
for beam propagation.
The experiment was carried out on an MS accelerator with parameters of I ^
4 35 kA, U ^ 350 kV, and <• = 40 nsec. A diagram of the experiment is shown
in Figure 1. The graphite cathode of the accelerator was located directly
in the drift chamber. The voltage pulse created by the focusing line was
delivered to the diode gap along a vacuum coaxial line 40 cm long with
outer coaxial tube radius of 2.5 cm and inner radius of 1.1 cm. The line
operated in the magnetic insulation mode [8].
The beam was injected through an anode aluminum foil 30 microns thick into
the end of a cylinder of vacuum-dense foil filled with air at a pressure of
0.5 torr and located radially in a ceramic chamber with inner diameter of
45 cm. The cylinder was manufactured from aluminum foil 12 microns thick
and had a length from 15 to 30 era, while its diameter varied from 2.7 to
4.6 cm. The small thickness of the foil made it possible to disregard the
energy losses of electrons and, moreover, provided the absence of image
currents. The plasma in the cylinder was created at a result of gas insulation by a [translator's note: one word illegible] beam.
The effectiveness of transport in the case when [translator's note: one
line missing from text] of the ratio of Faraday cylinder current to beam

-fi,

Figure 1. Diagram of Experimental Installation: 1 — accelerator;
2 — vacuum line; 3 — drift chamber; 4 — vacuum
pumping; 5 — cylindrical shell; 6 — solenoid; 7 —
Faraday cylinder-calorimeter; 8 — camera; 9 — X-ray
sensors; 10 — shunt; 11 — capacitance divider
current If/Io as a function of H, as can be seen from Figure 2, is high 80
percent even in fields of 300-500 Oe, in which the Larmor radius of beam
electrons is two-four times greater than the cylinder length. In this
case the value of the injected current was 24 kA. An increase of injection
current up to 30 kA led to a significant increase in the efficiency of
beam transport for fields of H
500 Oe. The results of measuring If/Io
and of beam energy transferred to the target, when the latter is electrically connected directly to the end of the channel, are presented in Figure
3. The important feature of this variant of transport is the occurrence of
leakage current of 25 percent from the channel even in the absence of an
external magnetic field, which is explained by the angular dispersion of
electron beam velocities.
The passage of the beam at H > 0 was accompanied by its emergence from the
channel and by breakdowns of the lateral surface of the cylinder. The
nature of breakdown depended on the field intensity and gas pressure in the
vacuum chamber. Openings with transverse dimensions corresponding roughly
to the beam diameter were observed in the shell at a pressure 10~ 2 torr.
The zero position of the beam in the collector plane could be judged by
darkening and breakdown of glass and plexiglas plates (Figure 4 ) . Photographs of the plates were obtained by the contact method. The beam contours
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Figure 2. Dependence of Current Ratio If/Io on Magnetic Field
for Different Beam Currents in the Case of a Vacuum
Gap at p = 5-10"4 mm Hg:
Io = 24 kA and
U = 350 kV;
Io = 30 kA and U = 270 kV

0.1

12 H(K3)

Figure 3. Dependence of Current Ratio If/Io (the Solid Curve
Corresponds to Cylinder Length of 15 cm) and of Beam
Energy C(Dashed Curve) on the Magnetic Field in the
Case of Contact Between the Channel and Collector at
p = 5-10~4 mm Hg

in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 ray be. determined by the light areas. Darkening of
the central zone is related to annealling of glass breakdown due to superheating of it by the beam. This is confirmed in Figure 4.3, in which uniform
breakdown of plexiglas along the beam cross-sect.?on is shown. It is obvious
from the photograph of Figure 4.1 that the beam essentially occupies the
entire channel at H = 0 and is shifted downward and partially emerges beyond
the channel at H = 750 Oe. Let us note that these photographs were obtained
under conditions when the beam diameter at the input into the channel (<$> =
= 2.2 cm) essentially coincided with the cylinder diameter, fin increase of
cylinder diameter to 4.6 cm led to a decrease of bean: propagation efficiency
by 20 percent.
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Figure 4. Tracks Left by an Electron Beam on Glass at H = 0 Ce
(1) and at H = 750 Oe (2), on Plexiglas at H = 0 Oe
(3), and on the Lateral Surface of the Cylindrical
Shell (4)
A number of experiments was carried out in which copper or tungsten wires,
drawn between an anode foil and Faraday cylinder, were also used as the
channel [9J. The beam current from the Faraday cylinder flowed along pins.
As can be seen from Figure 5, transport efficiency was determined by the
initial resistance of the wire and was considerably worse than that for
a plasma channel.
As follows from the results presented above, beam transport along the
channel is accomplished on the condition that the natural magnetic field
of the beam Hi is greater than the external magnetic field H Q . This may
be explained by means of the following physical concepts. The average
magnetic field in the beam zone is equal to Ho > 0 in the absence of a
plasma channel. The situation varies considerably in the presence of a
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Figure 5. I — Dependence of current ratio If/Io on wire diameter D
at p = 5«10~^ nan Hg with reverse current busses at K = 0:
(x) — tungsten wires; (o) — copper wires,- II — dependence of current ratio If/lo o n magnetic field for a tungsten wire with D = 50 microns with reverse current busses
channel. Although in this case the natural magnetic field also changes sign
during transition through the beam, an electric field of the sign and value
occurs on the boundary with the plasma channel that the mean equivalent
magnetic field in the beam zone is equal to -Hi + H Q <£. 0. It should be
noted that this result is related to the existence of an electric field
outside the plasma channel. Therefore, an increase of gas pressure outside
the plasma channel should lead to a partial decrease of electric field and
to deterioration of beam transport along the channel. Variation of beam
transport efficiency as a function of gas pressure in the vacuum chamber
is shown in Figure 6. We assumed during physical interpretation of the
experimental results that the magnetic field of the beam around the plasma
channel is not equal to zero. However, if there is no gap between the
channel and collector, this magnetic field occurs only in the presence of
leakage currents. The losses related to this and which comprise A/25 percent
for our experiments are an inevitable price for transport of the remaining
part of the beam along the plasma channel in the physically n>ore interesting
case of direct contact between the cylinder and collector.
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Figure 6. Dependence of Current Ratio If/lQ on Pressure in the
Drift Chamber: upper curve — for the case of a gap
between the channel and collector; lower curve — for
the case of contact between the channel and Faraday
cylinder
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2. Injection and Transport of an Annular Relativistic Electron Beam to a
Magnetic Trap of Acute-Angle Geonrtry
As already noted, the problem of beam transport to the target is one of
the crucial ones in the entire program of using heavy-current relativistic
electron beams for pulsed thermonuclear fusion. Therefore, corresponding
simulation of multichannel radio beam injection to a target, located in the
center of a trap with acute-angle field geometry, was carried out. The
"URAL" heavy-current accelerator [7] was adapted for this purpose to generate
the annular beam and for radial injection inside a magnetic trap with acuteangle field geometry a3ong its equatorial plane.

Figure 7. Diagram of Experiment
9

As can be seen from the diagram of experiments shown in Figure 7, a plexiglas
nozzle {1) 80 mm in diameter, having a circular slit in the equatorial plane
of the magnetic trap 10 mm wide, glued by aluminum foil (12-15 microns thick)
connected to the housing of the installation by means of bands of copper
foil, and serving as the anode of the accelerator gap (Figure 11), was placed
inside the cathode holder of the high-voltage accelerator diode. The air
pressure inside the nozzle could be varied from 10~ 4 to several torr. A
stainless steel ring with opening diameter of 92 mm, whose edge was sharpened,
was used as the cathode (2). The pulse magnetic field of the acute-angle
trap (3) was created by means of two copper turns (4) with an inner diameter
of 87 mm, height of 155 mm and width of 10 mm. The distance L between the
turns was equal to 20 or 40 mm. They were supplied with power from a pulse
current source with a period of approximately 10 fUsec. The field intensity
in the slit and mirrors of the trap at the moment of beam injection, at a
distance of 20 mm between turns, was 10 kOe and 4 kOe, respectively. Typical
oscillograms of accelerator current and voltage, obtained by means of resistive voltage dividers and a low-inductive current shunt, and also the signal
from the scintillation counter of X-radiation, whose time constant did not
exceed 5 ns, are presented in Figure 8.

50HC6K
Figure 8. Typical Oscillograms of Current, Voltage (a) and Signal
With X-Radiation Counter (b)
The beam energy, determined from the given oscillograms, was 420 J for
typical conditions with regard to the inductive voltage component. At
the same time, the electron beam energy which entered the magnetic trap was
determined by means of a cylindrical thin-walled (100 microns) titanium
calorimeter equipped with a thermocouple and coaxial to the trap. Measurements behind the anode with a calorimeter 40 mm in diameter and 40 mm long

10

yielded a mean energy value of approximately 320 J at p = 0.3 torr and L =
= 20 mm- The energy liberated on disk current detectors 60 mm in diameter,
located in the two "mirrors" of the trap, was also measured. It turned out
that the currents are divided almost equally and comprise a total of approximately 190 J for L = 20 mm. It follows from these measurements that approximately 40 percent of the beam energy passing through the anode foil impinged
in the zero field region of the trap. As follows from calorimetric measurements for a trap with L = 40 mm, the fraction of energy impinging in the
zero field region of the trap increases and comprises more than 50 percent.
Experiments on energy transport to the target in the center of a magnetic
trap were carried out in two ranges of values of residual air pressure: a)
high pressure — several torr; and b) low pressure — 10" 3 torr or less. In
the first case one should expect complete neutralization of the space charge
of the beam and partial compensation of beam current by reverse current
through the plasma, formed in the trap and the effect of self-focusing of
the disk beam in the total magnetic field [9]. In the second case, one
should expect the absence of charge neutralization and current compensation.
The energy penetrating the central region of the trap was determined by
sublimation and heating of material of different mirror bodies, subjected
to irradiation by a relativistic electron flux. Heating of the bodies was
determined by means of thermocouples (5). However, one should keep in mind
that the energy determined in this manner may be underestimated, since the
material continues to undergo heating after evaporation froir. the surface.
Actually, the photographs obtained by ireans of SFR [street camera] indicate
considerable flux energy of the material flying from the surface of the lead
sphere (see Figure 10).
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Figure 9. Photograph of Beam Track in X-Rays
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The beam track in X-rays was photographed by means of an obscura camera (6)
to determine the nature of propagation of an annular electron beam in the
trap. Photographs of different regions of the trap are presented in Figure
9. It follows from photograph
(the beam track on the anode, the material
is titanium) that the density distribution of the beam current around the
ring is nonuniform in nature. Photographs 9b and c were obtained for highpressure conditions (p = 1.3 torr) by means of a conical tantalum converter
(100 microns thick, with a cone subangle of 60°), located in the center of
the trap coaxially to it. It is obvious that the beam retains the shape of
a ring while passing through 8 mm (9b) and approximately 20 mm (9c) along the
radius inside the trap, apparently due to the effect of its own magnetic
field [93. Finally, the luminescence of a lead sphere 8 mm in diameter, suspended on a thin filament in the center of the trap (p = 4 torr), is shown
in photograph 9d. The measurement of energy impinging on the disk target,
located in the center of the trap in the equatorial plane, yielded the
following values by means of thermocouples: 15, 14, and 68 J for disks with
radii of 6, 10 and IS mm, respectively (L = 20 mm and p = 4 torr). Measurement of energy upon heating of graphite spheres 8 mm in diameter, located in
the center of the trap, yielded a value of approximately 60 J for p = 3-5.5
torr and L = 20 and 40 mm.

r
Figure 10. High-Speed Photograph of Dispersion of Matter From
Surface of a Lead Sphere at p = 3.5»10~4 torr: a)
slit scanning (velocity of the luminescence front
is 6*10^ cm/sec); b) frame scanning (the interval
between frames is 0.4 sec)
The nature of energy transport to the target is different at low pressure
(p < 10~3 torr). The X-ray glow of the surfaces of mirror bodies placed
inside the trap is considerably more uniform, as are the erosion tracks
on them, than at high pressure* which indicates beam scattering. As indicated by the measurements, the energy released on an aluminum sphere 6 mm
in diameter, placed in the zero field region of the trap with L = 40 mm,
was greater in this case and equal to approximately 120 J. This comprises
75 percent of the energy impinging in the zero field region or 40 percent
of the energy passing through the anode foil. The erosion tracks on the
surface of the sphere indicate rather symmetrical irradiation. The energy
measurements on heating of graphite spheres 8 mm in diameter, placed in
the center of the trap, yielded a somewhat lesser value of approximately 70 J
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under low-pressure conditions for L = 40 nun. A photograph of scattering
of matter from the surface of the lec.J sphere in the equatorial plane at a
pressure of p = 3.5-10"^ torr is presented in Figure 10. The symmetry of
irradiation and the high efficiency of energy transport to the target in the
case of scattering of the beam entering the trap may be explained by the fact
that the magnetic field employed is a good trap for rslativistic electrons,
whose equatorial slit is closed by the electric and magnetic fields in the
diode, while the area of the end slits is small. In this type of trap, the
relativistic electrons entering it should be stored in the form of a cloud
in the zero field region. If the target enters this cloud, its surface will
be heated uniformly by the relativistic electrons impinging on it.

Figure 11. Plexiglas Nozzle With Circular Slit for Radial Injection
of Electron Beam. Burn-through from the beam is clearly
visible on the anode foil. The width of bum-through is
1-6 mm
Thus, preliminary experiments showed that the efficiency of annular beam
transport to a target placed in the center of a chamber in the zero magnetic
field region of a trap of acute-angle geometry may reach 40 percent with a
ratio of more than 10 beam radii at the input into the trap and target.
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